EXAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS – TEST B (1 set of 50, two points per question)

51. Laws of New Jersey require you to keep to the right except:
A. (_) when impractical to travel on that side of the roadway
B. (_) when passing
C. (_) when on a one-way street
D. (_) all of the above

52. At what age is the holder of a GDL Special Learner’s Permit eligible to obtain a basic driver license?
A. (_) 17, with passing the road test
B. (_) 18
C. (_) 18, with completion of Provisional requirements
D. (_) 17, with one year of supervised driving and passing the road test

53. A provisional driver, during daylight hours when raining, must have:
A. (_) wipers on
B. (_) headlights on
C. (_) both A & B
D. (_) defrosters only

54. Altering a driver’s license, or showing an altered driver’s license, may result in:
A. (_) a fine of up to $1,000
B. (_) up to 6 months imprisonment
C. (_) loss of your driving privilege
D. (_) all of the above

55. A diamond shaped sign is a:
A. (_) yield sign
B. (_) stop sign
C. (_) warning sign
D. (_) railroad sign

56. If you drink and have reached a BAC of slightly above .05%, the risk of your causing a motor vehicle accident is:
A. (_) no different
B. (_) triple
C. (_) double
D. (_) none of the above

57. A deceleration lane is:
A. (_) the passing lane
B. (_) an extra lane at a highway exit
C. (_) for slow drives only
D. (_) for fast drivers only

58. If a person gets drunk in your home and has motor vehicle accident after your home, you could:
A. (_) be charged with a crime
B. (_) not be held responsible
C. ( ) become involved in a lawsuit
D. ( ) none of the above

59. When making a left turn from a two-way road onto a 4 lane highway, the proper way to turn is:
A. ( ) approach the turn as close to the centerline of the road as possible
B. ( ) make the turn before reaching the center of the intersection
C. ( ) turn into the left lane of the road going in your direction
D. ( ) all of the above

60. The New Jersey speed limit in a business or residential are, unless otherwise posted, is:
A. ( ) 30 m.p.h.
B. ( ) 25 m.p.h.
C. ( ) 20 m.p.h.
D. ( ) 35 m.p.h.

61. You cannot take your road test in a vehicle with any obstructions or consoles between the driver and the examiner because:
A. ( ) examiner cannot reach the brakes
B. ( ) obstruction is illegal
C. ( ) console takes up too much space
D. ( ) examiner cannot observe your feet

62. The order of colors on a traffic light hung top to bottom:
A. ( ) red, yellow, green
B. ( ) red, green, yellow
C. ( ) green, yellow, green
D. ( ) yellow, green, red

63. How many passengers may accompany the holder of a validated GDL Special Learners Permit in the vehicle?
A. ( ) 0
B. ( ) any passengers from their shared residence plus 1 additional person
C. ( ) 2
D. ( ) none of the above

64. You should always yield to:
A. ( ) emergency vehicles
B. ( ) pedestrians
C. ( ) other vehicles already in the intersection
D. ( ) all of the above

65. An eight-sided sign means:
A. ( ) yield to other traffic
B. ( ) stop
C. ( ) slow down
D. ( ) railroad crossing

66. The speed limit in a school zone, unless otherwise posted, is:
A. ( ) 25 m.p.h.
B. (_) 10 m.p.h.
C. (_) 15 m.p.h.
D. (_) 35 m.p.h.

67. The meaning of a hand signal when a driver's hand and arm are downward is:

A. (_) U-turn
B. (_) Left-turn
C. (_) right-turn
D. (_) Slow or stop

68. If you miss your exit on an expressway, you should:

A. (_) go on to the next exit
B. (_) slow down and stop
C. (_) turn around and go back
D. (_) pull off the road and back up the shoulder

69. When driving around a curve, your vehicle may tend to:

A. (_) speed up
B. (_) follow the curve
C. (_) slow down
D. (_) keep going straight

70. A single, solid white line across a road at an intersection means:

A. (_) stop behind the line for a traffic sign or light
B. (_) no parking zone
C. (_) bus stop
D. (_) no passing

71. Is it a good practice to keep a space cushion to:

A. (_) give you time to react
B. (_) give you a clear view of the road
C. (_) decrease your reaction time
D. (_) none of the above

72. A holder of a student permit must have the following with them while driving:

A. (_) adult supervising driver in the front seat
B. (_) their student permit
C. (_) registration and insurance ID card
D. (_) all of the above

73. In the event of a crash or sudden stop, use of seat belts may:

A. (_) keep you from being thrown from the car
B. (_) keep you from hitting the windshield or dashboard
C. (_) keep you from sliding off the seat and losing control of the car
D. (_) all of the above

74. Driving while under the influence of intoxicating beverages means:

A. (_) your senses or judgment are impaired by alcohol
B. (_) drinking while in process of driving the vehicle
C. (_) the driver shows obvious signs of being drunk
D. ( ) driving even if the driver has had one drink

75. Studies show that the greatest number of people arrested for drunk driving have been drinking:

A. ( ) beer
B. ( ) whiskey
C. ( ) wine
D. ( ) mixed drinks

76. When making a left turn from a two-way road onto a 4 lane highway, the proper way to turn is:

A. ( ) approach the turn as close to the centerline of the road as possible
B. ( ) make the turn before reaching the center of the intersection
C. ( ) turn into the left lane of the road going in your direction
D. ( ) all of the above

77. A green light means:

A. ( ) be ready to stop
B. ( ) slow down
C. ( ) slow before an intersection
D. ( ) go when safe

78. If you have a flat tire or blowout you should:

A. ( ) grip the wheel firmly
B. ( ) letup on the gas pedal
C. ( ) let car coast to a stop
D. ( ) all of the above

79. You may not park within how many feet of a fire hydrant?

A. ( ) 10 feet
B. ( ) 50 feet
C. ( ) 20 feet
D. ( ) 25 feet

80. Emotions can have a great effect on your driving; if you are angry or excited you should:

A. ( ) give yourself time to cool off
B. ( ) blow your horn to warn other drivers
C. ( ) drive with your radio on
D. ( ) none of the above

81. A Railroad Crossing sign is:

A. ( ) black and red (triangle)
B. ( ) white and blue (square)
C. ( ) black and yellow (circle)
D. ( ) green and white (diamond)

82. When sharing the road with large trucks or buses, you should:

A. ( ) Give more roadway to a truck making a wide turn.
B. ( ) Leave more space when stopping behind a truck or bus.
C. (_) Maintain a consistent speed when passing.
D. (_) All of the above.

83. If your wheels drift onto the dirt shoulder of the road and you want to return to the paved road, you should:
A. (_) drive along the shoulder until you get to an acceleration lane
B. (_) drive along the shoulder until you are going as fast as the traffic on the road
C. (_) move slowly along shoulder and wave the traffic around you
D. (_) slow down, turn back onto the pavement slowly

84. When parking downhill on a street with a curb on your right, your car wheels should be:
A. (_) turned to the left
B. (_) turned straight ahead
C. (_) turned toward the curb
D. (_) turned away from the curb

85. The best way to “talk” to other drivers on the road is to:
A. (_) be courteous and wave
B. (_) use your horn and lights
C. (_) roll down your window and yell
D. (_) all of the above

86. The best way to reduce your chances of having an alcohol related accident is to:
A. (_) not drive at all after drinking
B. (_) reduce your drinking
C. (_) know your own limits
D. (_) have a meal before drinking

87. Hydroplaning is a driving condition wherein tires lose traction on a wet road and float on a layer of water or slush; when this happens, you should:
A. (_) push the brake pedal down hard
B. (_) increase speed
C. (_) change lanes
D. (_) slow down

88. The holder of a validated GDL Special Learner’s permits must not drive between the hours of:
A. (_) No restrictions apply
B. (_) 12:01 AM and 5:00 AM
C. (_) 11:01 PM and 5:00 AM
D. (_) 11:01 PM and 6:00 AM

89. A twelve-ounce can of beer has as much alcohol in it as:
A. (_) a pint of brandy
B. (_) 2 martinis
C. (_) 1 1/2 ounces of 86 proof whiskey
D. (_) a bottle of rum

90. When approaching or nearing an uncontrolled intersection, you should:
A. (_) always come to a full stop
B. (_) slow down and look straight ahead
C. (_) speed up to clear intersection quickly
D. (_) reduce speed and be ready to stop

91. Up to 3 points may be subtracted from your record if you receive no moving violations for how long?
A. (_) One year
B. (_) Two years
C. (_) Four years
D. (_) Six months

92. What is the penalty for driving with a suspended license-first offense?
A. (_) Fine $250 and 6 months license suspension
B. (_) Fine $500 and up to 6 months additional license suspension
C. (_) Fine of $1000
D. (_) 1 year loss of license

93. When will you be given a proposed License Suspension Notice?
A. (_) After receiving 6 points
B. (_) You won’t get one
C. (_) After receiving 3 points
D. (_) After receiving 12 points

94. When driving at night you should be able to stop?
A. (_) Within a distance you can see ahead
B. (_) Within 500 feet
C. (_) As fast as possible
D. (_) At a normal rate

95. What should be done if two cars enter an uncontrolled intersection simultaneously?
A. (_) Both cars can go at the same time
B. (_) The driver to the left must yield to the driver on the right
C. (_) The driver to the right must yield to the driver on the left
D. (_) The person turning can go first

96. What does a flashing red light mean?
A. (_) Slow down proceed with caution
B. (_) Slow down check for traffic then proceed
C. (_) Stop only if necessary
D. (_) Stop, proceed with caution

97. What does a yellow diamond shaped sign mean?
A. (_) Warning or caution
B. (_) Stop
C. (_) Yield
D. (_) Guide

98. What is the most common mistake a new driver makes?
A. (_) Pushing the brake too hard
B. (_) Not stopping
C. (_) Not using turn signal
D. (_) Making turns to sharp

99. What does a red and white eight sided sign mean?

A. (_) Guide
B. (_) Yield
C. (_) Caution
D. (_) Stop

100. What does a red and white triangular sign mean?

A. (_) Regulator
B. (_) Motorist Services
C. (_) Yield
D. (_) Stop